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C O N T E N TWriter 's block

apply for Wb editorial board now
For next year Writer’s Block is looking for  a few new additions 
to its editorial board. Sounds like just the thing for you? We are 
looking for:

Editors-in-Chief (2)
Commissary of PR
General Editor

The elaborate function descriptions are to be found on our website. 
To apply for one of these functions, please send a motivation let-
ter of maximum one A4 to writerssblock@gmail.com. Make sure to tell 
us why you are the right person for Writer’s Block, the specific 
function(s) you are applying for and if you have any relevant (work) 
experience. We hope to hear from you! 
Deadline for applications is 20th of May 2014.
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Thunder Editorial/Text Nora van Arkel and Robert Steltenpool
Gene Moore’s Bookcase Interview

Text ruby de vos photography ines severino\
Dr. Gene Moore recently retired after teaching 
literature in the University of Amsterdam’s En-
glish department for over 27 years. Writer’s Block 
interviewed him about his love for books and his 
academic interest in Joseph Conrad and William 
Faulkner.

Just to start off – what is your favourite book?
Don Quixote is probably my favourite – if I have 
to choose only one. In a way, it is the first no-
vel and really everything is there: the madness 
of being, the attempt to make the world a better 
place and the suffering as a result of that. I read 
it every five years or so. There are two translati-
ons that I read: one by Walter Starkie, which I 
read in college, so maybe it’s for sentimental rea-
sons that I like that one. His translation is very 
lean and clean and kind of American laconic 
and direct. The other one I read is the very first 
translation, which is by a fellow named Thomas 
Shelton. He seems to have been a Catholic who 
fled to Belgium and he survived by translating. 
This Don Quixote is in Elizabethan English – as 
if Shakespeare wrote Don Quixote! But whenever 
Shelton had a problem he couldn’t quite solve – 
there were words of which he wasn’t sure of their 
meaning – he left things out. But it’s wonderful 
to read.

What do you like to read in your spare time?
Reading, and to be in the habit of reading, is such 
a luxury, and re-reading is one of the luxuries of 
teaching. When I have extra time on my hands, 
I usually go to books about recent history, to 
kind of re-educate myself. I read Howard Zinn’s 
A People’s History of the United States, which is 
an antidote to the standard history of America. 
It was a very controversial work. And I read We 
Meant Well which is by a former state depart-
ment employee in Iraq (Peter van Buren, red.). It 
is his history of what’s really going on there and 

the bubble that the Americans in Iraq lived in, 
how little contact they had with the Iraqis. It’s 
kind of known, but this was a complete, insider 
document. So those kind of things I tend to read 
– grim, modern history.

Do you have weird reading habits?
I read slowly, so it takes me a lot of time to read 
or re-read. Maybe re-reading is a weird habit in 
itself, but teachers are kind of obliged to read the 
texts along with their students. But I find that 
there are some books that I can’t read too of-
ten because they are so intense; I couldn’t teach 
Moby Dick every year, for example. And I don’t 
mark my books much, except lightly with pen-
cil, because I don’t want to be conditioned by my 
own previous reading. If I want to take notes, I 
write on note cards and tuck them into the book.

What is the first book you remember buying?
When I was a very small child, I didn’t realize 
that you could own books because we didn’t have 
books at home. My dad had some books, from 
libraries that closed, and we had a dictionary, 
and an atlas, and a Bible. But I remember that 
we read Edgar Allan Poe at school and my mom 
looked in the Yellow Pages to see if you could 
buy books in this town where we lived. There 
was a store where they sold Hallmark cards and 
stationery, but in the back they had Modern Li-

                           “To hell with you, then,
spiteful brood of Jealousy: from now on
we’ll judge poetry by the art,
not by the mile. And don’t expect a song
to rush from my lips with a roar:
it’s Zeus’ job, not mine, to thunder.”
                        - Callimachus Aitia 23-28

Gustave Flaubert once said that the novel is a mirror walking down the road. Roland Barthes, 
in his extraordinary analysis of Flaubert’s work, came to a different conclusion. The realistic 
nature of his work was no more than “l’effet de réel,” a textual device that made his works ap-
pear more real. But postmodern criticism has not entirely defeated the idea of the mirror. We 
believe that within its broken shards one might still catch glimpses of the political urgency 
of contemporary conditions. Epiphanies which, as Joseph Conrad so wonderfully puts it, are 
not on the “inside like a kernel but outside, enveloping the tale which brought it out only as 
a glow brings out a haze.” In the ASCA (Amsterdam School of Cultural Analysis) workshop 
entitled “Brains, Maps and Rhythms”, Kate Soper emphasized the need to sidestep the popu-
lar practice of poststructural thinking and engage with art through something we might call 
“critical realism.” 

At Writer’s Block we also take these issues to heart. We are not interested in ornamental flou-
rish, but seek works that are critical. We hope that you will see critical reflection in “Russian 
Court,” “Artichoke,” and not to forget our special photo issue by Feline de Coninck. Photo-
graphs, or any aesthetics for that matter, are never free from the socio-political and econo-
mic conditions from which they have emerged. Perhaps this is also a challenge and a call for 
future submissions. Don’t just write for the sake of style and form, but write about that which 
matters. WB
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brary books. And so we made a special stop there 
and I bought The Complete Tales of Poe, which I 
still have upstairs. So that was the first book and 
from there it grew.

I’d like to talk a bit about your career in acade-
mia. Was there a particular person or moment 
where everything clicked and you decided that 
you would like to study and teach English lite-
rature?
Yes, there were several such moments. When I 
was a freshman in high school, we had to read a 
book every month. In that year I discovered lite-
rature. I read War and Peace, and Don Quixote 
for the first time, and Moby Dick. Huge books, 
every month, and we would have to write our 
first essays. I knew a fellow who got me into the 
library of what was then called the College of the 
Pacific, where there was a collection of books 
about the Napoleonic invasion of Russia. That’s 
what I wrote my essay about and the teacher gave 
me an A++ or something. That was a sign to me 
that literature was fascinating and that maybe I 
had something to say about it.
The other moment was probably my encounter 
with Hans van Marle. When I first came to the 
Netherlands, I had just published my first Con-
rad article. Hans van Marle was an independent 
scholar, who, among Conrad scholars, had the 
reputation of knowing more about the history 
of Conrad’s life and works than anyone else. 
Hans and I met once a week, Friday evenings, 
for about fifteen years, to talk about Conrad. We 
wrote things together. He was my entrée into the 
Conrad world and I sort of became his protégé. 
If it hadn’t been for Hans, I wouldn’t have be-
come a Conrad scholar to the same degree that 
it worked out. 

And how did you get into Faulkner? 
My family is southern and when I read Faulk-
ner in college, I thought: this is the best thing 
about the South. It was so good that I didn’t ever 
want to teach it. I thought, this is just for me. I 
started teaching Faulkner when students wanted 
a reading group to read more Faulkner. There 
were about five of us and we read fifteen novels 

by Faulkner in a year. One student wrote her MA 
thesis and her PhD about Faulkner, another stu-
dent wrote her MA thesis on Faulkner as well, 
and I too, started writing articles about Faulkner. 
I got invited to various conferences throughout 
Europe, and that is how the Faulkner connection 
came into being.

What draws you particularly to Faulkner and 
Conrad?
With Conrad, it is the international dimension. 
This is someone who saw the world of coloni-
alism and described it early on. Of the English 
writers, Conrad has the most international echo, 
I think. There are people all over the world, from 
the Arab world, from China, who find Conrad 
interesting. To study Conrad is to be obliged to 
learn about Africa, the Malay Archipelago, about 
South America, about anarchism. All kinds of 
things that you normally wouldn’t need to know 
to study other writers. 
With Faulkner it’s more personal. I grew up in 
California, but we’d always go South for holidays. 
Both my parents were from Louisiana, which is 
very much like Faulkner’s Mississippi with re-
gards to racism and bigotry. Faulkner I think, is 
fascinated by racism and he had to write about 
it in a way that people would accept. He is fas-
cinated by characters who don’t know if they’re 
black or white, in Light in August for example. 
Throughout his life, Faulkner seems to be loo-
king for a situation where blacks and whites can 
sit across the table and talk about racism in the 
South, because that is never possible. Everything 
is implicitly understood. So that’s what I find in-
teresting: the way Faulkner tries to expose what’s 
wrong with the South.

Final question: what is your favourite Shake-
speare play?
The Merchant of Venice I like best of all. I don’t 
know why. Maybe it’s the relevance of the fi-
nancial world in Venice. Shylock is the Wolf of 
Wall Street of his days. And then you get a fairy 
tale. Shakespeare often does that – places where 
strange things happen with the real world on the 
other side. WB
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russian court  Poem
Text mitchell grabois\

What Sally Wants

She wants to watch my downfall in 3D

see every one of my pores emit fear

see the fear transform into pain

She wants to sip a sloe gin fizz as she watches

and toss kernels of popcorn at the screen

of my demise

What sally wants poem/Text mitchell grabois

Russian Court

(1) A Russian court will determine fate soon

(2) I put on my bright pink dress and matching baklava 

(3) and hope I will not be judged too 

        harsh 

(4)   (I am man)

(4) My father risks looking weak if I walk free

(5) My father is dead

(6) I am no hooligan motivated by religious hatred

(7) though I hate religion

(8) Pussy Riot I love

(9) also pussy ;)

(10)     even though I wear pink dress right now

(11)     and am vilified by state media

(12)     though I use ivory soap

(13)     and am always clean

(14)     even in jail cell
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The Grand Budapest Hotel Review/Text Isabel Harlaar

When an aged and wealthy heiress is found 
murdered in her opulent estate, Gustave H., 
both the heiress’ lover and concierge of her fa-
vourite hotel, the lavish The Grand Budapest 
Hotel, is accused of the crime. A thrilling chase 
ensues and Gustave finds himself cornered by 
the heiress’ family, furious with him for robbing 
them of the enormously expensive painting she 
has left him in her amended will. Even under 
these grave circumstances Gustave is intent on 
keeping his reputation spotless and the hotel 
running smoothly in his absence with a little 
help from his lobby boy, Zero. 

One second into the film and it’s immediately 
obvious that you are watching one created by 
Wes Anderson. Anderson’s films are like a con-
tinuous stream of star-studded Where is Wal-
do? pictures and can be watched over and over 
again for each shot is full of hidden jokes. The 
Grand Budapest Hotel is another manifestation 
of Anderson’s keen eye for detail and of his hu-
mour. When you watch this Matryoshka doll of 
embedded stories of a film, you’re surely in for 
some laughter.

Ralph Fiennes certainly is the film’s showstop-
per and portrays his character Monsieur Gu-
stave with enchanting panache. He succeeds 
in rendering his character lovable despite his 
conman antics, his passion for seducing elderly 
women, and his overuse of the word “darling”. 
But Gustave is not the only intriguing character 
in this film. The script’s wonderful and often-
times surprisingly vulgar one-liners are delive-
red perfectly on the dot by all cast members and 
almost all characters make you wonder what 
books they read, things they eat, and music 
they enjoy – details Anderson gladly provides 
in his films. 

But don’t get me wrong, not all is hilarity and 
frivolity in The Grand Budapest Hotel. Set in 
a fictional country in Europe in 1932, war is 
looming and despite Gustave’s endeavours to 
sustain the illusion of glamour, the hotel’s glory 
days are soon over. The pre-war shots of the ho-
tel have a candy-coloured and dream-like qua-
lity that is justified by the storyteller’s yearning 
for the past. Graveness, however, is shortly re-
placed by humour again as another chase sets 

in. During these pursuits, the characters’ exag-
gerated movements are like those of actors in 
silent slapstick films – here of course shown in 
astonishing colours –  and are prone to get a 
laugh out of you.

My sole problem with this film (and with most 
of Anderson’s other films for that matter) is its 
lack of substantial female characters. Saoirse 
Ronan’s character Agatha surely is interesting, 
but she too belongs to the range of elegantly-
dressed women which are nothing more than 
love interests or are there to serve as captiva-
ting yet trivial human furniture pieces made 
to match with the meticulously detailed décor. 
Although he has created a few more intriguing 
women (most notably Rushmore’s Rosemary 
Cross and The Royal Tenenbaum’s Margot Te-
nenbaum), Wes’s world mostly is a man’s world; 

a world that would be even more appealing if 
there were more convincing leading ladies in 
his band of boy scouts.

I might be speaking from a slightly prejudiced 
viewpoint (let’s just say that my DVDs of Ander-
son’s films would have looked worn-out from 
rereading and tattered with dog-ears had they 
been books), but The Grand Budapest Hotel is 
a charming candy-coloured film that leaves you 
“gespännt wie ein Flitzebogen” and I urge you 
to see it when you get the chance, darling. WB

The Grand Budapest Hotel (2014)
Dir. Wes Anderson
Starring: Ralph Fiennes, Jude Law, Tony Revo-
lori, Saoirse Ronan, Tilda Swinton, et.al.
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feline de coninck photography
interview isabel harlaar

Well, I live near the lovely and cosy town 
of Gent in Belgium. I’m turning 23 this 
summer. I graduated as a social worker last 
June and started working in a Public Cen-
tre for Social Welfare recently. The PCSW 
is an institution that provides accessible 
services for people who have financial or 
psychosocial difficulties or need help fin-

ding employment. For me, it was a con-
scious choice not to study photography at 
an art school. I like being able to separate 
work from photography. I’m addicted to 
flea markets and thoroughly enjoy hun-
ting for little treasures. Art, travelling, li-
terature, music, and film are other things 
that keep me occupied.

Hi Feline. Could you tell us something about yourself first?

WB
wants to 
read your 
work too

email us at writerssblock@gmail .com

Y o u  d o  t h e  w r i t i n g ,  w e  g i v e  t h e  f e e d b a c k

P o e t r y

s h o r t 
s t o r i e s

c o l u m n s

e s s a y s

r e v i e w s

a r t w o r k

max. s ix hundred words max. s ix hundred words

max. twelve hundred words

max. twelve hundred words

WB
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When did you decide you wanted to become 
a photographer? Did you take a photography 
course?

Becoming a photographer never was a conscious 
decision, my passion for photography simply 
sprouted in me, really. During my childhood, it 
went without saying that snapshots would be ta-
ken of my brother and I. I often got the opportu-
nity to stand in front of my dad’s lens and could 
always watch along when he was developing pic-
tures in his darkroom. The darkroom was like a 
kind of magic realm to me. When I was about 
ten, eleven years old, I bought disposable came-
ras with which I experimented avidly. After that 
I focused on digital photography for a while and 
mostly shot self-portraits. I was going through 
puberty at that time, so maybe it had something 
to do with my age back then. When I found an 
analogue camera in my grandfather’s attic, I con-

tinued practising my photographing skills with 
it. This is when the magic world of photography 
really opened its doors to me.

I never really took any kind of photography 
course, but I was always stimulated to keep pho-
tographing by my family. I don’t really mind 
never having had lessons because I fear that I 
would start to focus on the technical aspects of 
photography too much. I would love to be able to 
develop photographs in my own darkroom so-
meday, though.

Which photographers inspire you most?

This is a difficult question for me, because my 
tastes are very wide-ranging. There are sites (e.g., 
booooooom.com, Dazed & Confused, Self Pu-
blish Be Happy, Flickr, Tumblr) that I visit re-
gularly for inspiration and sometimes I come 

across new photographers in this way too. It 
is mostly Flickr through which I ‘got to know’ 
young photographers from all over the world. 
Some of these are Margaret Durow, Paul Phung, 
and Eylül Aslan. I’m also a big fan of the work of 
Daïdo Moriyama and Dirk Braeckman. I try to 
get my hands on as many photography books as 
possible for more inspiration.

You are currently working on a series of por-
traits of girls. What is it like to shoot these? Is 
it a very intimate experience to be one-on-one 
with someone only separated by the camera 
lens?

This series has been quite a challenge for me. 
I’m not used to having the opportunity to pick 
a location or model beforehand. I mostly photo-
graph without planning anything. I do feel this 
is something that I should do more often in the 

future though. It is very interesting to work on a 
series. I did not know all the girls I shot equally 
well, but I did not necessarily experience that as 
a disadvantage. It was very illuminating to see 
how they moved more freely or were more able 
to be themselves nearing the end of the shooting. 
I think it’s important to be able to put your mo-
dels at ease when you’re a photographer. I don’t 
think it’s necessary to know the models before-
hand. Not knowing them very well makes the 
experience more interesting and it has not been 
an obstacle to create an intimate atmosphere, on 
the contrary even. In this way, I learn a lot myself 
too: about moving around, techniques, and com-
municating with the models. And that’s not at all 
a bad thing. WB
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My grandparents were German. I’ve never 
really met them, I was too young when they 
passed away. Grandpa hated Brazil. A life-
time of hating it. Never even tried to settle 
in, like a new pair of sneakers you might try 
to break in so as to avoid blisters. He decided 
to hate it from the get-go and abstained from 
learning more than a handful of grunts in 
Portuguese. He fled from Germany for fear of 
dying in the war, would have been conscrip-
ted had he stayed. Brazil was the only way 
out, his older brother having already found a 
makeshift Heimat in the country’s South. He 
followed suit, my Grandma with. The ship 
moored somewhere off the country’s coast 
and refused to venture further south. Grand-
pa’s dream was to make it all the way down 
to Argentina. Argentina was the closest he’d 
ever get to Europe. They didn’t even make 
it to Uruguay. They settled in a small town 
250 miles off the Uruguayan border, lived 
and died in the same house, catapulting po-
tatoes onto my plate every rare time Mom 
decided to drop by for lunch. Came winter 
and they would remark the cold winds paled 
in comparison to Germany’s; summertime 
was met with flailing hands and the accu-
sation of unprecedented heat. I was about 
five when they passed away, five or six. Ne-
ver really met them, I don’t even recall much 
other than what Mom tells me. And she does 
not tell much, her German relatives stuck in 
permanent shellshock after she got married 
to a black. A black man, she would append, 
hands across her chest. Communications 
were interrupted altogether after the second 
funeral. No word came from cousins, uncles. 
I got used to not having one family branch. 
It was an odd tree, in any case, judging from 
the pictures, the rosy cheeks, the straw-like 

hair, the klutzy body language. I was nothing 
like that. Dad had Xeroxed his face and pas-
ted over mine, minus the thinish lips and 
nose I inherited from some Norse mytho-
logy. Upon each birth Mom severed all ties 
to her ancestry by keeping the family name 
to herself, the suicidal pride of a high-level 
security guard. Our German ancestry came 
to a halt somewhere between the hospital 
bed and the graveyard, but maybe a little 
less for my eldest brother, who has blue eyes 
and knows it. A black man with blue eyes is 
quite something, an otherworldly category 
shielded from social pressure. My blue-eyed 
brother is at once fully white and fully black, 
one in a billion, acts as such. He had fucked 
every single girl in the neighborhood by the 
age of sixteen, twice. He followed his calling 
into modeling, relocated his irises to São 
Paulo. He seldom calls. Deep down, the only 
color that mattered to him was blue, which 
is another way of saying the only color that 
mattered to him was white. Deep down he 
ached for the German ancestry Mom buried 
on Dad’s lips.

One thing was exempt from Grandpa’s fer-
vent tropical hatred. Other than his Beruf 
as a consultant in his brother’s engineering 
firm, it was the only thing that would get him 
out of the house, occupy his time. Large por-
tions of the garden suddenly retrofitted for 
his unexpected infatuation. Weekends were 
spent in the lukewarm shadow of a straw hat, 
knee-deep amid buds and watering cans. 
Grandpa would curse the pestilence and 
the perseverance of tropical insects, despite 
being quite far from the tropics, 250 miles 
off the Uruguayan border, despite it being 
his very obsession with Argentina that had 

artichoke short story
Text caio yurgel\
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led him to the more temperate latitudes of 
South America, a welcoming and fertile soil 
for his unexpected passion. Grandpa fell in 
love with artichokes.

He would harvest them and boil them and 
wolf them down with butter, nip leaf by leaf 
all the way down to the heart, the precious, 
tender, pale heart, and it was only when 
Grandpa eviscerated the plant’s heart that he 
was finally, truly happy. The heart was a re-
ward for the mechanical efforts of stripping 
down the plant, of sucking the bitter, fles-
hy end teased by each new leaf, a flesh only 
obtainable in generous amounts within the 
cardiac confines. To wolf down an artichoke 
was not so much a culinary performance 
as it was a logical task, one which Grandpa 
would carry out with Teutonic abandon. But 
one day my grandparents went away.

They didn’t want to, or rather Grandpa did-
n’t. The idea had been his brother’s, Grand-
pa thought it silly, but silly according to the 
brother was to live in Brazil and not even 
once pilgrimage to Rio de Janeiro. God only 
knows which stars aligned in order to make 
this happen, but sometime between packing 
and unpacking, the garden bloomed. Grand-

pa could not believe his eyes. In his heart he 
doubted that that daft-looking green dome 
was capable of beauty. He could not have fo-
reseen it, a thousand purple suns igniting in 
unison across the garden. The artichoke flo-
wer was like a planet exploding violet, a vol-
cano frozen on the cusp of eruption. Grand-
pa could not believe his eyes. Grandma had 
found a new passion.

Never again did Grandpa eat an artichoke. 
He kept on growing them, showering them 
with his every waking weekend second, 
panzering them from the animosity of in-
sects, harvesting them and handing them in 
bundles to his wife. Grandma would then 
trim the excesses and arrange them in vases 
around the house. Not a day went by wit-
hout a purple sun shining some 250 miles 
off Uruguay. WB

Caio Yurgel is a Brazilian-born, Berlin-based 
writer and translator. Artichoke is an excerpt 
from his début novel, Samba sem mim. Drop 
him a line at caio.yurgel@gmail.com or take 
a look at the novel’s website http://sambasem-
mim.tumblr.com.

“We shot dogs. Not by accident. We did it on 
purpose, and we called it Operation Scooby.” 
With these caustic words Phil Klay begins 
his collection of war stories, Redeployment. 
And however hard I try, I cannot mobilize 
my sick humor to find anything funny in 
it. The other remaining twelve short stories 
leave me raw and humbled. In contrast to 
the hyper-masculine and gun-obsessed nar-
ratives common to recent non-fiction works 
about war, such as Lone Survivor (2007) and 
American Sniper (2013), Klay focusses on 
the intense pain that soldiers face as they re-
turn home. Stories about soldiers struggling 
to cope with PTSD (Posttraumatic stress 
disorder) and TBI (Traumatic brain injury) 
make for very different reading. For some 
it might be important that Klay has served 
in the U.S military and is thus in a position 
to relate an authentic tale of war. But in Re-
deployment he does much more than inte-
grate his own experience into the short story 
form, because through him a multitude of 
voices speak, each presenting a different vi-
sion of war and its aftermath. 

In “Bodies” we learn of a serviceman who 
processes dead bodies and has a hard time 
regaining his sense of self. Only after an 
encounter with his ex-girlfriend, is he able 
to reconnect to the realness of his body. In 
“Money as a Weapons System” we follow 
a civil officer within the army tasked with 
several reconstruction projects to win the 
hearts and minds of the Iraqi population. 
But faced with the bureaucratic labyrinth of 

a war-torn country, sectarian violence, and 
rampant corruption he is unable to supply 
the most basic of needs of the inhabitants: 
fresh water. More interesting still are the 
voices that focus on the war that soldiers 
fight at the home front. In “Psychological 
Operations” and “War Stories,” for example, 
soldiers struggle with their role as contai-
ners of unique experience, since many ci-
vilians desire to hear their gruesome tales, 

redeployment review
Text robert steltenpool\
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X-Men: Days of Future Past drawing
by ines severino\

but the soldiers remain reluctant to tell the 
truth to anyone who does not know what it 
has been like. 

Klay’s skillful presentation of these voices of 
war makes Redeployment a compelling read 
that challenges the way we think about ar-
med conflict and the soldiers who fight it. 
He shows us the war that soldiers fight at 
home, perhaps a much harder one because 
they were never properly trained to face its 
difficulties. Redeployment also has its mi-
nor faults. One of the smaller annoyances is 
the overuse of acronyms. Klay knows what 
he is talking about and it lends realism to 
his narratives. But a sentence like the fol-
lowing is neither pleasing to the eye nor ear: 

“The MLG awarded me a NAM with a V. 
Don’t see too many 3400s got a NAM with 
a V. It’s up there next to my CAR and my 
Purple Heart and my GWOT Expeditionary 
and my Sea Service and my Good Cookie 
and my NDS.” Another annoyance is his em-
ployment of Hemingwayian style. It is not 
the most unlikely go to if one wants to learn 
to write about war in a clear and dignified 
way. Yet its masculine overtones undermine 
those scenes which could have been brought 
to shine with a little more aesthetic lee-
way. Still, Klay is an important pioneer of 
twentieth century war fiction, continuing 
a powerful tradition set forth by Wilfred 
Owen in the bloody trenches of World War 
One. WB
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DiD you know that our EsprEsso Book MachinE is 
a chEap, profEssional way to print your thEsis?

and when you have conquered your writer’s Block:
aBC’s Espresso Book Machine is not just for books that already exist: 
Give us a digital copy of your own formatted text and we’ll turn it into a book!
imagine submitting your manuscript to a publisher already in book form. 
or how about having your dissertation, family cookbook, memoirs or 
poems made into a book for in you in less time than takes to go grab 
a coffee! there’s no minimum – wE Can MakE onE Copy of your 
Book or a hunDrED!

for MorE inforMation: www.aBc.nl/EBM

you DiD all thE harD work, But 

printinG your thEsis is Easy as aBc!

you DiD all thE harD work, But 

printinG your thEsis is Easy as aBc!

may 7th 20.00, Spui 25. Etcetera & Athenaeum present

Books that will save your life

An English Literary Festival

Eight speakers talk about that one book that has changed their lives 
and still inspires them now. In this evening celebrating literature you 

might be persuaded to start devouring their books as well.

sign up for free at spui25.nl

A special ‘best of’ edition of Writer’s Block will be available here!

This might be your chance! Check out the full function descriptions at sv-etc.nl

For dates of drinks at our pub Molly Malones or Book Club Meetings, signing up 
for joining us to Manchester or other events, go to facebook.com/svetcetera.
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